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Abstract. This paper expresses a numerical study of flow features and heat transport inside enclosure. Governing equations will
be discretized by finite-element process with a collected variable arrangement. The assumptions of the Grashof number (103 - 106),
aspect ratio (1.0 – 2.0), wave ratio (0.0 - 0.40) concerning a ﬂuid with Pr = 0.71. Streamlines and isotherm lines are utilized to show
the corresponding flow and thermal field inside a cavity. Global and local distributions Nusselt numbers are displayed for the
before configuration. Finally, velocity and temperature profiles are displayed for some selected positions inside an enclosure for a
better perception of the flow and thermal field.
Keywords: Free convection, Aspect ratio, Wave ratio, Finite element method, Wavy wall.

1. Introduction
Over the years, numerous pioneers have been tremendous progress in the subject of irregular shape enclosure. Several kinds
of geometries, models, and types of ﬂuid analyzed in the recent year include wavy [1-3], triangular [4, 5], hexagonal [6],
rectangular [7, 8], square [9, 10], and, etc. Natural convection [11-21] and free convection [22-26] inside enclosures has been
explored widely for various boundary conditions, Hartmann numbers, Rayleigh numbers, nano-fluids, aspect ratios, steady and
unsteady case. Adding a wavy wall cavity has a notable impact on both flow phenomena, heat transfer and numerous studies
have reviewed heat transfer properties following the before-mentioned requirements. It is worth mentioning that the present
work simulation was finite element method, but the Ref. [22] was a simulation ﬁnite volume method. Geometry and boundary
condition’s mathematical expressions section is looking same, but the main differences between our paper and that in the [22]
are given as: In Ref. [22], two straight walls are adiabatic and the right wavy wall is heated temperature and the left wavy wall is
cold temperature. In spite of these case, in our paper, one straight wall is heated temperature and another one is a cold
temperature, and both wavy walls are cold temperature. Öztop et al. [27] considered on magneto hydrodynamic combined
convection in a nanofluid filled and heated bottom wavy walled enclosure. They decided that the gradient temperature was
reduced by raising nano-particles in volume fraction. Ghahremani [28] explored natural convection in an enclosure with variable
thermal expansion coefficient and nanoparticles. Alsabery et al. [29, 30] studied the effect on a rotating cylinder in an enclosure
with an entropy analysis and vertical wavy wall. Menni et. al. [31] examined fluid dynamics and heat transfer in a rectangular
duck with staggered baffles. Siddiqui et al. [32] scrutinized combined convective flow in moving wall enclosure through a
micropolar fluid. Bilal et al. [33] analyzed Finite element strategy visualization regarding heat transfer report of a triangular cavity
involving a square cylinder. Menni et. al. [34] investigated ﬂuid ﬂow and heat shift across staggered ‘+’ shaped obstacles. In the
prospect of this evidence, the existing research can be implemented in numerous applied mathematics, mathematical physics
and engineering such as nuclear power plants, solar cells, heat exchanging devices, and so on. Sheikholeslami et al. [35]
investigated the swirl generator, and a four-lobed pipe was employed regarding nanoﬂuid. Sheikholeslami [36] studied nanoﬂuid
MHD ﬂow inside a porous cavity applying Darcy laws. Sheikholeslami [37] also determined exergy and entropy analysis of
nanofluid under Lorentz force's impact through a porous media. Bakheet Almatrafi et al. [38], Nur Alam and Tunç [39, 40]
investigated the construction of soliton solutions and found exact solutions of certain partially differential equations and give
some interesting applications about the considered equations.
In the existing inquiry, heat transport exploration of free convection flow inside enclosure having a vertical wavy wall. Based
on the above-mentioned literature survey, there are numerous inquiries concerning free convection flow inside the enclosure
having wavy sidewalls that are not yet tackled by researchers.
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2. Mathematical modeling
Analyzing two-dimensional convection in the enclosure with a vertical wavy sidewall as presented in Figure 1.
The flow in the geometry-shape is examined steady, laminar, and Boussinesq approximations are valid. The governing nonlinear dimensionless equations are the continuity, Navier-Stokes, and the energy balance equation of the incompressible viscous
flow are

Fig. 1. Schematic design of a vertical wavy cavity.
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The above equations (1)-(4) have been dimensionless forms by estimating varying lengths with average diameter W, velocity

components with a reference velocity ( V0 = gβ∆TW ), pressure ( ρV02 ), non-dimensional temperature θ = (T − T∞ ) / ∆T; where
∆T = Th − Tc .
Boundary conditions:
Figure 1 exposes the geometry-shape is considered the present inquiry with various boundary conditions and the axis
system. The vertical wavy walls and shape of a wave surface are represented as equations (5a) and (5b). Boundary conditions
(dimensionless form) for the consideration problem are noted as:
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Local and global Nusselt numbers on the hot wall which is determined by Selimefendigil et al. [12] and Mahmud et al. [22]
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3. Solution methodology
The governing dimensionless equations (1) - (4) together with the non-dimensional boundary conditions (5a)-(5d) are solved
numerically using Galerkin weighted residual (GWR) finite element approach.
Firstly, we apply a penalty finite element technique (FET) by eliminating the pressure via a penalty parameter (γ) and the
incompressibility criteria given by equation (1) as follows:
P = −γ

(∂∂UX + ∂∂VY )

(7)
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Manipulating Eq. (7), the momentum Eqs. (2) - (3) decrease to
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Secondly, the system of the momentum and energy equations (8), (9), and (4) respectively with boundary conditions (5a) - (5d)
is determined by using Galerkin finite element process [41, 42]. The interpolation function approximating the velocity segments
(U and V), and temperature distribution (θ) applying the basic set {Φ }kj = 1 as
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The non-linear residual equations (8), (9), and (4) are obtained from Galerkin weighted residual through ﬁnite element
approach at nodes of the internal domain (Ω):
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where i, j and k are the residual, nodes, and iteration number respectively. Then the next steps the above integral equations (11) (13) were performed by Gaussian quadrature method.
Finally, the Newton-Raphson iteration procedure was applied to iteratively solve the residual equations. The details solution
may be found in earlier works [19, 21, and 32]. A convergence of a computational procedure is achieved once the following
convergence criteria or condition are satisfied as
Γm +1 −Γm
Γ m +1

≤ 10−5

(14)

4. Grid test and accuracy
4.1 Grid Test
In the present inquiry, a nonuniform, free triangular and non-staggered grid system is employed. Five discrete grid systems of
finite element are used to analyze the significance of grid size on the exactness of the predicted outcomes. The numerical results
are displayed in Table 1 and as viewed in Figure 2; show insigniﬁcant changes toward the G4 grid and beyond. Hence, the G4 grid
provided a satisfactory solution for all computations of this investigation.

Fig. 2. Grid testing for Nuav for several elements
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Table 1. Grid testing for Nuav at various grid sizes for λ = 0.25, A = 2 and Ra = 105.
Grid size

Nodes

Element

Nuav

G1
G2
G3

698
1109
1688

1310
2112
3240

7.7776
8.5024
9.1816

G4
G5

7779
28678

15270
56802

11.263
11.305

4.2 Grid Test
Validation of the present numerical code is performed by comparing the current work with the published work of Jani et al.
[23], as represented in Figure 3. The conﬁdence in verifying the present results is applied to provide the accuracy of the current
numerical code.

5. Discussion on results
The manuscript should be prepared using the present template. The present computational study focuses on the range of the
following parameter: Grashof number (103 - 106), aspect ratio (1 - 2), wave ratio (0.0 - 0.40) for a ﬂuid with Prandtl number is 0.71.
Stream functions and isotherm lines
Stream and isotherm lines for various parameters with a uniform heating bottom and cold from additional walls depict in
Figure 4 - 5 for λ = 0.25 - 0.30, A = 2.0 at four distinct Grashof numbers. Hot ﬂuid ﬂows up on the heating wall and shifts to the cold
walls and then mixes with ﬂuid that moves upward on the upper wall. Figure 4 - 5 exposes that stream functions (ψ), a couple of
elliptic-shaped eddies are produced in the lower half inside enclosure for λ = 0.25 - 0.30, A = 2.0. Due to a Grashof numbers
increase, the flow construction becomes stronger, besides the rotating eddies ascend the top wall. Conduction heat transport is
viewed form the isotherm lines (T) is also depicted in these Figure 4 - 5 for λ = 0.25 - 0.30, A = 2.0. Conduction is minor dominant
at this Grashof number Gr = 103 and 104. Also accretive to Grashof number (Gr = 106), the isotherm lines are dominant close to the
wavy wall, which means enhancing heat transport through convection. The structure of a thermal frame can be watched from
isotherm lines at Gr = 105 and 106.
Flow and Temperature profiles
Velocity component (V) temperature profiles (θ) are exhibited in Figure 6 (a) and (b) for A = 2.0 (aspect ratio), λ = 0.25 (surface
waviness) and four distinct Grashof number (Gr) at Y = 1.0. At Gr = 103 velocity profile is similar to the horizontal midline of the
enclosure. The velocity profile is a minor change for Gr = 104 than for Gr = 103. A further accretion in Gr raises the peak velocities,
but now the velocity proﬁles move towards the vertical and the top walls. According to Figure 6 (b) illustrates the Gr = 103 and Gr =
104 temperature distribution is a trivial variation. Moreover, Gr increases the peak temperature, but now the temperature profiles
move towards the upper wall.

Fig. 3. Jani et al. [23] upper row and the present study bottom row, streamlines (left) and isotherms (right) for Ha = 0, Gr = 105 and Pr = 0.71.
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Fig. 4. Stream and isotherm lines for various Gr at λ = 0.25 and A = 2.0.
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Fig. 5. Stream and isotherm lines for various Gr at λ = 0.30 and A = 2.0.
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Nusselt number distribution
Figure 7 (a) and (b) reveal the impact of Gr, λ, and A = 2.0 at the heating bottom wall. Figure 7 (a) distribution of a local Nusselt
number on the heating wall for selected Grashof number (Gr). For the place of great values Gr, the thermal layout is very highpitched in wavy walls. Also noticed the middle of the hot wall, the Nusselt number equals zero, and change insignificant with a
raise in Grashof number. Figure 7 (b) arrangement of mean Nusselt number on the hot wall for chosen surface waviness (λ), the
thermal performance is enhanced significantly than the level wall.
Variation of aspect ratio and surface waviness
Figure 8(a) exposes the variation of mean Nusselt number for a heating wall for three separate aspect ratios A = 1.0, 1.50, 2.0,
Grashof number (Gr = 103, 104, 105, 106) at fixed surface waviness λ = 0.25. As the aspect ratio grows, the mean Nusselt number
slowly progresses each Grashof number, and in this management gradient temperature rate is significantly dominated by
convection. Figure 8(b) bare the waviness (λ) for A = 2.0 and Gr = 105 along the heating wall. As surface waviness rises, the gradient
temperature extends the convective heat-releasing boosts.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. (a) Velocity and (b) Temperature field for λ = 0.25 and A = 2.0.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. (a) NuL and (b) Nuav for A = 2.0.

(a)

(b)
Fig. 8. (a) Aspect ratio for λ = 0.25 and (b) Surface waviness for A = 2.0
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6. Conclusion
The principal objective of the present analysis is to examine the impacts of Grashof number, aspect ratio, waviness on the
thermal variation, and flow stream of free convection inside a wavy compartment covered with Newtonian fluid. The numerical
code is confirmed associating by the published studies. Our predictions explain that the heat-releasing depends strongly on
aspect ratio and surface waviness. For a distinct aspect ratio, heat removal is low variety and independent of a Grashof number.
The high surface waviness, the heat transport is enhanced. For a fixed aspect ratio, Grashof number heat removal boosts steadily
with a raises of surface waviness ascends 0.40, over which heat discharge grows again.
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Nomenclature
a
A
g
Gr
h
H
k
NuL
Nuav
P
Pr
U, V
W

Amplitude of the wave
Aspect ratio, H / W
Gravitational force, m.s-2
Grashof number, gΔTW3/ v2
Heat transfer coefficient, W. m-2. K-1
Height of the cavity, m
Thermal conductivity, W. m-1. K-1
Local Nusselt number
Average Nusselt number
Dimensionless pressure

Greek symbols
Thermal diffusivity, m2.s-1
Thermal expansion coefficient, K-1
λ Surface waviness, a / W
ρ Density of the fluid, kg.m-3
v Kinematic viscosity, m2.s-1
θ Dimensionless temperature




Prandlt number, ν / α
Dimensionless velocity in X and Y direction respectively
Average width of the cavity

Subscripts
c Cooled
h Heated
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